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Abstract
Forensic Odontology is a branch of forensic medicine that in the interest of
justice deals with dental evidence presented in the courts of law. The basis that
Forensic odontology has gained wide acceptance in the field of criminal justice
is because no two people have identical teeth. Bite mark pattern was analyzed
to study the odontometric measurements like mieso-distal incisor width and inter
canine ratio and to check for the presence of sexual dimorphism between ages
of 16-25. A total of 40 samples i.e. 20 males and 20 females were considered
for the study. Their class and individual characteristics were also noted. In the
present study, on the basis of odontometric parameters like arch length and inter
canine ratio sexual dimorphism in males and females can be determined. Also,
the study revealed class characteristics and the individual characteristics i.e.
odontometric parameters.
Keywords: Forensic; Odontology; Bite mark; Odontometric parameter;
Sexual dimorphism

Introduction
Human identification is the foundation of civilization, and the
unique features of the teeth and jaws has been used since Roman
times for the identification of unknown individuals. Teeth being
the hardest and chemically the most stable tissue, which exhibit
the least turnover of natural structure in the body are selectively
preserved and fossilized, thereby providing by far the best record
for evolutionary change [1,2]. Their stability in the face of fire and
bacterial decomposition makes them very useful, excellent material
in living and non living populations for anthropological, genetic,
odontological, forensic investigations, and identification [3,4]. Also,
since the human dentition has a complement of 32 teeth, at least
a few teeth are usually recovered. Hence, they are regularly used
in comparative identification of human remains. The benefits of
determining sex from odontometric features are simple, inexpensive,
consistent, and easy to perform [5,6]. Sex estimation constitutes an
important step in building a post-mortem profile, and correct sex
identification limits the pool of missing persons to just one half of the
population [7,8]. The precision of sexing using different parameters
of the body such as craniofacial morphology and measurements
on the pubis ranges from 96% to 100%. Considering the fact that
most teeth complete development before skeletal maturation makes
them a useful adjunct as a sex indicator, particularly in young
individual’s dentition. Sexual dimorphism represents a group of
morphologic characteristics that differentiate a male from a female
[9,10,11]. Among these morphological differences, tooth size has
been estimated in various populations between males and females
for its applicability in anthropologic and forensic investigations
to classify the gender from dental remains. Mandibular canines
considered as “key teeth” for personal identification are found to
exhibit the greatest sexual dimorphism amongst all the teeth with
mean age of eruption of 10.87 years, less affected than other teeth
by periodontal diseases, the last teeth to be extracted with respect
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to age and also better likely to survive severe trauma such as air
disasters, hurricanes, or conflagration [12,13,14]. Identification
of sex using skeletal remains presents a great problem to forensic
experts especially when only fragments of the body are recovered. In
forensic identification, the mouth allows for a myriad of possibilities
[15]. Forensic dentists can assist other experts to determine sex of
the remains by using teeth and skull. Various features of teeth, like
morphology, crown size, root lengths etc. are characteristic for male
and female sexes [16,17,18]. There are also differences in the skull
patterns. These will help a forensic odontologist to identify the sex.
New developments like PCR amplification etc. will assist in exactly
determining the sex of the remains. Forensic odontology plays an
vital important role in determining the sex of victims with bodies
mutilated beyond recognition due to major mass disasters, sexual
assault or murder cases [19,20]. This Pilot study consists of Five
odontometric parameters Arch length, Number of Teeth, Incisorial
width, Inter canine distance, Inter canine ratio, and these parameter
gave the characteristic differentiate between the Bite mark pattern of
Male and Female.
In the above context following objectives were satisfied with the
help of these Odontometric Parameters.
1. To simulate a dental impression in males and females of age
16-25 for creating a bite mark pattern.
2. To study the sexual dimorphism using odontometric measures
(metric system).
3. To study the class and individual characteristics for individual
identification.

Materials and Methods
The study consisted of 40 subjects from Mumbai. After obtaining
informed consent, impression of maxillary and mandibular arch
was made on modeling wax for purpose of interpretation. Selection
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1. Arch length: Size/length of each bite mark pattern i.e. singular
arch of either maxilla or mandible was measured and recorded in the
study table using a Vernier caliper by measuring length from one end
to other end of the arch.(the whole arch was considered).
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Figure 1: The graph showing number of tooth marks was more in the
mandibular arch than the maxillary arch. However, the total number of tooth
marks found was not dependent on the gender.

3. Incisorial width: The width of central incisors of maxilla and
mandible was measured using a Vernier caliper
4. Inter canine distance: The distance between the two canines
was measured using a Vernier caliper for both the maxillary and
Mandibular arches.
5. Inter canine ratio: The ratio of maxillary inter canine distance
and mandibular inter canine distance was calculated.

Result and Discussion
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Figure 2: The graph showing arch length was found to be higher in males
than that of the females. Also, the maxillary arch length was found to be
greater than the Mandibular arch length.
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The study revealed that the traced bite mark patterns could be used
to match the sample bite marks and measurements could be carried
out of the odontometric parameters like number of tooth marks, arch
length, central incisor width, inter canine ratio. The number of tooth
marks was more in the Mandibular arch than the maxillary arch.
However, the total number of tooth marks found was not dependent
on the gender (Figure 1). The arch length was found to be higher in
males than that of the females. Also, the maxillary arch length was
found to be greater than the Mandibular arch length (Figure 2). The
width of incisors was found to be more in maxilla than in mandible
with no significant sexual dimorphism in males and females (Figure
3). The Inter canine distance was found to be more in Male maxilla
and mandible than Female (Figure 4). Inter canine ratio was higher
in males than in females (Figure 5,6). Every bite mark is unique as
it involves unique features like shape of arch, arch length, number
of tooth marks, width of incisors, inter canine ratio, arrangement of
teeth, etc. These features are different for every individual.

Conclusion
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Human identification is important in cases which involve bite
marks and also in cases where other evidences are lost or unavailable.
Some odontometric parameters have proven to be good investigative
tools for identification. The study revealed that number of tooth
marks in the Mandibular arch is more than that of the maxillary
arch. The arch length and width of incisors of maxilla is more than

Female

Figure 3: The graph showing width of incisors was found to be more in maxilla
than in mandible with no significant sexual dimorphism in males and females.

Inter Cannine Distance
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criteria were the subjects within age group of 16-25. Impressions of
Maxillary and Mandibular arches of 40 individuals participating in
the study were made and wax study models prepared on modeling
wax. Overlay production was done manually. In manual method a
sheet of transparency film and a fine tipped pen were used to mark
the perimeter of the biting surface. The transparent sheet was directly
placed over the biting edges of the wax model. Then with the help
of a black fine tipped marker the biting edges were traced. Both the
Maxillary and Mandibular models were traced individually in horse
shoe shape pattern to simulate a human bite. The odontometric
measurements studied are as follows:
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Figure 4: The graph showing Inter canine distance was found to be more in
male maxilla and mandible than female with significant sexual dimorphism in
males and females.
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Figure 6: Figure A and B showing wax study models prepared on modeling
wax.

that of mandible. The study also reveals traits of sexual dimorphism.
The odontometric parameters like number of tooth marks on a bite
mark and the width of incisors do not show any significant sexual
dimorphism but parameters like arch length and inter canine ratio
do show sexual dimorphism where both the arch length and the inter
canine ratio is more in males than in females. Therefore, it can be
concluded that bite marks found on the crime scene are unique to
every individuals. A data base can be maintained for ante mortem
records of bite marks and can be used as a tool for biometric
identification system.
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